Invitation CEC
Final round 2013 and Para-Archery competition
Hungary,Budapest
LOCALITY: IKARUS BSE 1165 Budapest, Bátony 1-33.
N 47.6099915; E 19.1597579
DATE: August 31-th 2013
DIVISIONS: recurve, compound, barebow, hunter recurve, longbow, traditional
PARA DIVISIONS: recurve, compound
CATEGORIES: master, senior, junior, cadet (red is considered as base for CEC final
awards.Best of 3 rounds)
PARA CATEGORIES: W1, W2, Standing, Compound OPEN
EVENTS:
recurve senior, junior 70m, 2x6x6 arrows – 122cm target face
recurve master, cadet 60m, 2x6x6 arrows-122cm target face compound, 50m,
2x6x6 arrows , -80cm target face
compound, 50m, 2x6x6 arrows , -80cm target face
barebow senior 50m, 2x6x6 arrows – 80cm target face
barebow master, junior, cadet 30m, 2x6x6 arrows – 80cm target face
hunter recurve, longbow, traditional, master, senior, junior, cadet, 30m, 2x6x6
arrows - 80cm target face
ENTRY: www.archerycompetitions.hu
FINAL ENTRY: 21-th of August 23:00 (Entries after deadline will result in +50%
entry fee)
ENTRY-FEE: 20.- €/person for masters and seniors, 15.- €/person for juniors and
cadets and non CEC divisions
Lunch on Saturday at comp. place is included

SCHEDULE
Friday:
18.00 – 19.00 official practice and registration
Saturday:
8.00-9.30
9.00-9.45
9.45
10:00
14.30

registration
technical inspection, practice
opening ceremony
qualification rounds
elimination rounds and finals. 16 best in elimination round

18:00 Medal ceremonies
Ps. Both this competition and the CEC final result (3 best results of 4 rounds) will be
awarded!
Awards:
1-3 places medals, 4-6 Diploma, cup in case of 5+partcipants
CEC: Medals for the best 3 in each CEC division (best 3 scores will count)

Others: According to WA rules. (MÍSZ rules in complementary divisions))
Alcohol consumption and smoking is not allowed on competition area.
Accommodation:

www.hotelmatyas.hu
Apartment for 1: 17 EUR/night
and touristictax.
Apartment
for
Apartment
for
Apartment
for
Apartment
for

Including

breakfast, garage, WIFI,VAT

2:
3:
4:
5-6:

31
41
52
62

EUR/night
EUR/night
EUR/night
EUR/night

Book in hotel directly. Fort he reduced prices above (more than 50%) use password
ARCHERY Please book in time!!!
SEE YOU IN BUDAPEST!!!

Comlementary Divisions:
8.2.11. Traditional The bow- made from one piece of wood (packing of sinew is
allowed) no arrow rest and any kind of window. Horse bow is a symmetric recurve
composite bow. The handle also symmetrical and it is at least 15 mm width. It cannot
have any kind of window. When the bow is strung the string also runs in the
symmetric center of the bow and has a length not more than 1.6 m. The bows can be
shot with glove, finger tab or bare fingers. While shooting, the archer must touch the
arrow with one finger against the nock (no “string walking”). Any type of draw check
on the bow or string is not allowed. Only wooden arrows are allowed.
8.2.6. Hunter Recurve(TR) There can be used any type of traditional recurve bow
with wooden handle. No release aid, no sighting device, no stabilizers, no added
weight. It must be shot with glove, finger tab or bare fingers. While shooting, the
archer must touch the arrow with the index finger against the nock (no “string
walking”). There will not be any type of draw check on the bow or string. No marks
are allowed in the sight window, on string, on the bow that could be used to judge
distance, or as an aiming reference. Arrow rest like T300, Neet, Hoyt Hunter, Bear
ore similar can be used. Any kinds of arrows are allowed.
8.2.7. Longbow (LB) There can be used any type of longbow defined as: a bow
when strung the string touches only the nocks of the bow, no release aid, no sighting
device, no stabilizers, and no added weight. Must be shot with glove, finger tab or
bare fingers. While shooting, the archer must touch the arrow with the index finger
against the nock (no “string walking”). There will not be any type of draw check on the
bow or string. Marks in the sight window, on the string, or on the bow that can be
used as range finding or as an aiming reference is not allowed. Only wooden arrows
are allowed.
8.2.9. Bare bow (BB) Equipment as in the WA rules defined.

